
1. SCOPE OF APPLICATION

The following provisions govern the contractual relationships with respect 

to the sale of photovoltaic modules and other goods between Attorney-

at-Law Henning Schorisch as Insolvency Administrator over the assets of 

Q-CELLS SE (hereinafter referred to as „Q-CELLS“) and his customers 

(hereinafter referred to as „Buyer“). Any other terms and conditions of 

the Buyer are hereby declared invalid. Any exemptions there from are 

only applicable upon written consent by Q-CELLS. Upon conclusion of 

the agreement, the Buyer accepts these GENERAL TERMS AND CON-

DITIONS. These GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS shall apply only 

toward entrepreneurs within the meaning of § 310 paragraph 1 sentence 

1 BGB (German Civil Code).

2. CONCLUSION OF CONTRACTS

a) Offers of contract of Q-CELLS are non-binding. On placing an order, the 

Buyer makes a binding offer. Agreements become effective only upon Q-

CELLS confirming the order or delivery. The order confirmation of Q-CELLS 

determines the service owed under the agreement. All orders are subject to 

slight changes to size information, weight, condition, and quality.

b) Q-CELLS retains ownership rights and copyrights on all illustrations, 

drawings, calculations and other document - even in electronic form. This 

applies specifically to such documents that are labelled confidential. Be-

fore the Buyer grants access to third parties the Buyer needs the express 

written consent from Q-CELLS.

3. PRICES AND PAYMENT TERMS

a) The Prices are ex-works and plus the applicable statutory value-added-

tax and any costs incurred for transport. The Buyer is obliged to pay 100 

% of the agreed purchase price including all ancillary costs in advance. 

If the Buyer is in default then Q-CELLS is entitled to charge late fees at 

the statutory amount. If Q-CELLS can demonstrate the damage caused 

by the default is greater than it is entitled to assert this greater damage. 

Any additional legal rights shall be unaffected thereby.

b) For contracts with a duration of more than four month Q-CELLS re-

serves the right to adjust the prices if the costs increased after the con-

clusion of the contract because of additional personnel, logistics, storage 

costs, the costs of launch for a new product or the change or price-rel-

evant taxes or an increase in material. However, the prices can only be 

increased up to a maximum of 5 % of the agreed prices.

c) If partial payments are agreed then the entire remaining balance with-

out consideration of the due date of any payment instruments are due and 

payable immediately if the Buyer is in arrears with at least two successive 

instalments in whole or in part and the amount, the Buyer is in arrears, is 

at least one tenth of the agreed upon purchase price.

d) The Buyer is entitled to set-offs or the right of retention only if these 

counterclaims have been conclusively determined by a court of law, if 

they are undisputed or acknowledged by Q-CELLS. If the merchandise 

is defective any rights of the buyer shall remain unaffected there from.

4. DELIVERY

a) The risk of accidental worsening or accidental loss is transferred to 

the Buyer once the merchandise is ready to dispatch or picked up. Upon 

the Buyer‘s request and expenses, the deliveries will be insured against 

standard transport risks. 

b) The Buyer is obliged to accept the merchandise Q-CELLS provides 

no later than 8 days after it is ready for dispatch. If the Buyer delays 

acceptance then Q-CELLS shall be entitled to demand compensation for 

the damage that is incurred. The risk is transferred to the Buyer with the 

beginning of the delayed acceptance.

c) The merchandise is delivered ex-works Bitterfeld-Wolfen, unless oth-

erwise agreed.

5. RETENTION OF TITLE

a) The risk of accidental worsening or accidental loss is transferred to 

the Buyer once the merchandise is ready to dispatch or picked up. Upon 

the Buyer‘s request and expenses, the deliveries will be insured against 

standard transport risks. 

b) The Buyer is obliged to accept the merchandise Q-CELLS provides 

no later than 8 days after it is ready for dispatch. If the Buyer delays 

acceptance then Q-CELLS shall be entitled to demand compensation for 

the damage that is incurred. The risk is transferred to the Buyer with the 

beginning of the delayed acceptance.

c) The merchandise is delivered ex-works Bitterfeld-Wolfen, unless oth-

erwise agreed.

6. RETENTION OF TITLE

a) The goods shall remain the sole property of Q-CELLS until all claims 

(including all current account balance claims) to which Q-CELLS are en-

titled now or in future for whichever legal reason are fulfilled. Process-

ing or modification shall always be undertaken on behalf of Q-CELLS as 

the manufacturer; however, without any obligations for it. If the property 

rights of Q-CELLS become void through combining, it is agreed already 

at this time that the property rights the Buyer has on the combined mer-

chandise will pass to Q-CELLS in the value percentage (invoice value). 

The Buyer safe-keeps the (co-)owned property of Q-CELLS at no charge. 

Goods to which Q-CELLS is entitled to (co-) ownership, is hereinafter 

referred to as retained goods.

b) The Buyer is entitled to process and sell the retained goods in the 

course of proper business transactions and provided the Buyer is not in 

default. Attachments or assignments are prohibited. Already at this time, 

the Buyer assigns fully as security to Q-CELLS the receivables from the 

merchandise with retained title (including all balance receivables from 

the current account) which arises from the resale or other legal reasons. 

Q-CELLS hereby authorizes the Buyer irrevocably to collect any receiv-

ables assigned to Q-CELLS on Q-CELL‘s account in Buyer‘s own name. 

This authorization to collect may only be revoked if the Buyer does not 

meet its payment obligations properly.
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c) In the event of any third party attachment, the Buyer will inform the third 

party about the ownership of Q-CELLS and will promptly notify Q-CELLS. 

The Buyer shall be responsible for any costs or damages.

d) Q-CELLS is entitled to rescind the Agreement and to demand sur-

render of the merchandise, if the Buyer violates the Agreement, in par-

ticular, if the Buyer is in default with its payments. After taking back its 

merchandise, Q-CELLS is authorized to sell it. The proceeds from the 

sale minus any reasonable costs for the sale are to be deducted from the 

Buyer‘s liabilities.

e) If the value of all securities existing in favour of Q-CELLS exceed exist-

ing receivables by more than 10 %, then Q-CELLS will release securities 

of Q-CELLS‘ choice upon the Buyer‘s request.

7. CONTRACTUAL RIGHT OF LIEN

Based on its receivables under this Agreement, Q-CELLS has a contrac-

tual right of lien on the assets it came into possession by virtue of this 

contractual relationship. The contractual right of lien may also be exer-

cised for any claims arising from works carried out previously, replace-

ment deliveries and other services as far as they are related to the subject 

of the contract. For other claims against the Buyer, the contractual right 

of lien shall only apply as far as these claims are undisputed or deter-

mined by a court of law.

8. WARRANTY

a) The warranty that the merchandise is free of defects in accordance         

§ 438 paragraph 1 number 3 BGB shall be valid for a period of one year 

from the date of delivery. In the event of a defective delivery, Q-CELLS 

shall be obliged, at its own discretion, either to repair the damage or to 

deliver merchandise that is free of defects. If the subsequent rectifica-

tion fails then the Buyer can assert its legal warranty rights (reduction of 

purchase price or rescission). The Buyer must allow Q-CELLS a reasonable 

time and opportunity necessary to rectify the defect. The rectification in-

cludes neither the removal of a defective item nor the renewed installation 

if and to the extent Q-CELLS was not originally obliged to install. Q-CELLS 

shall pay for the costs necessary to inspect and rectify; in particular for 

this delivery (with the exception of any de-installation and installation 

costs) if there is an actual defect. Q-CELLS may request reimbursement 

from the Buyer for any costs incurred if it is determined that the demand 

for defect rectification was unjustified.

b) Q-CELLS is entitled to make the owed rectification dependent on the 

payment of the purchase price. However, the Buyer is entitled to retain a 

reasonable portion of the purchase price that is in relation to the defect.

c) Only those properties of the merchandise are deemed as agreed that 

are listed in the agreed technical product specifications or the data sheet. 

Public statements, promotions or advertising do not contain a binding de-

scription of the condition of the merchandise.

d) For the Buyer‘s assertion damage claims, it is necessary for the Buyer 

to have met the inspection and notification obligations in accordance with 

§ 377 HGB (German Commercial Code). If a defect is discovered during 

the inspection or later, then Q-CELLS must be promptly notified of this 

defect. This notification is deemed promptly if it is sent within two weeks 

whereby the timely mailing of the notification is sufficient to comply with 

the deadline. Regardless of this obligation to inspect and notify, the Buyer 

must report in writing any obvious defects (including wrong deliveries and 

delivery shortages) within two weeks from the date of delivery whereby the 

timely mailing of this notification is sufficient for meeting the deadline.

Q-CELLS shall not be liable for any defect of which it was not informed 

or not informed in a timely manner if the Buyer failed to inspect properly 

and/or failed to send a notification of defect or did not send it in a timely 

manner.

e) The above referenced limitations of the legal liability apply also in the 

event of final deliveries of the merchandise to a consumer (supplier li-

ability according to §§ 478, 479 BGB), if Q-CELLS agreed with the Buyer 

on a compensation of equal value such as a certain price reduction or a 

manufacturer warranty for the consumer. In this event the special legal 

provisions for the recourse of the Buyer according to §§ 478, 479 BGB (es-

pecially reimbursement for expenses, extension of limitation of time) are 

excluded. Claims for compensation shall be regulated according to Item 9.

f) The Buyer is only entitled to compensation in the event of defects (also 

in connection with the legal supplier liability) according to the above ref-

erenced conditions in connection with the limitations in accordance with 

Item 9.

9. DAMAGE COMPENSATION AND PRODUCT LIABILITY

a) Q-CELLS shall be liable for damage compensation or the reimburse-

ment of futile expenses according to legal provisions unless agreed other-

wise below. Q-CELLS shall only be liable in the event of intent and gross 

negligence for any violations of duties for whatever legal reason. In the 

event of slight negligence, Q-CELLS shall be liable only:

aa) for damages arising from injuries to life, physical injuries or injuries 

to health and

bb) for damages from severe violations of a significant contractual duty 

(duty the execution of which is imperative for the proper execution of 

the Agreement and on the compliance of which the contractual party 

depends on regularly and may depend on); in this event, however, the 

liability is limited to the foreseeable and typically occurring damage.

b) The above referenced limitations to liability shall also be effective to 

the benefit of employees, staff, representatives and agents of Q-CELLS.

c) If the Buyer sells, modifies or combines these with other merchandise 

then the Buyer indemnifies Q-CELLS within their relationship from all 

third party product liability claims provided the Buyer is responsible for 

the fault that was the cause of liability.

10. RIGHT TO RESCIND AND RIGHT TO TERMINATE

a) Q-CELLS is entitled to rescind the Agreement in whole or in part if (i) 

insolvency proceedings into the Buyer‘s assets are filed, (ii) it becomes 

known that the Buyer has determined to have bad credit at the time 

of conclusion of the Agreement or if (iii) the Buyer ceases its business 

operations.
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b) In case of permanent supply contracts, the right to rescind the contract 

is replaced by the extraordinary termination without notice.

c) The legal rights of rescission and termination of the Parties remain 

unaffected there from.

11. PLACE OF PERFORMANCE, PLACE OF JURISDICTION, CHOICE OF LAW

a) Place of performance and the exclusive – even international – jurisdic-

tion shall be Bitterfeld-Wolfen. Q-CELLS shall also be entitled to bring a 

law suit at the Buyer‘s general jurisdiction.

b) These GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS and the legal relationship 

between the Parties are subject to German law. The application of the 

UN Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods shall be 

excluded.
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Q-CELLS SE i.I.
OT Thalheim, Sonnenallee 17–21
06766 Bitterfeld-Wolfen, Germany

TEL +49 (0)3494 66 99-0
FAX +49 (0)3494 66 99-199

EMAIL service@q-cells.com
WEB www.q-cells.com
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